NAVIGATING
THE TERRAIN OF RACE
WITH THE LEGACY EDITION
OF EQUALLY YOURS

INTRODUCTION
Why not consider using, our

We truly believe that if we have your

interactive, thought provoking

heart and mind fully engaged, then

training offer called Navigating the

together we can create real and

Terrain of Race?

lasting behaviour change in your
organisation.

We at Legacy Consultants have
developed this dynamic training, to

We will take you on a journey that

not only engage your intellect, but

will not only get you to look at

also engage your heart.

organisational systems and actions,
but will also give you the chance to
reflect on a personal level, which is
what makes us so unique.
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NAVIGATING THE TERRAIN OF RACE TRAINING

What you can expect:

Space to explore Black Lives Matter

A deeper look at the psychological
impact of Racism

Learn why we believe that
representation matters within
organisations and companies

Discuss real life case studies, that
we have termed “Oh My Gosh
moments” where we learn
together what not to do
Gain access to our recommended
reading list

Followed up by exclusive access to
our Legacy Edition Equally Yours
Board
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LEGACY EDITION EQUALLY YOURS

INTRODUCTION

Being bold, frank, and open about the
steps you are taking is the first step
towards change.

AS PART OF THE
NAVIGATING THE
TERRAIN OF RACE
TRAINING WE HAVE
ADDED, THE LEGACY
EDITION OF THE
EQUALLY YOURS
GAMES BASED
LEARNING
EXPERIENCE TO TAKE
YOU ON A DYNAMIC
AND INTERACTIVE
LEARNING JOURNEY.

Legacy Edition of Equally Yours™
is dynamic, challenging, thoughtprovoking and fun and it provides a
platform for both reflection and
moving forward around the topic of
race.
What people love about our learning
solution is that it is truly inclusive. It
challenges everyone to look at
themselves first and then at others. It

We realise that diversity and inclusion
can be hard to talk about. They can be
uncomfortable topics, but we think
that shying away from challenging
conversations is the wrong approach.
Tackling these issues transparently
within your organisation is crucial if
you want to gain the trust of staff and
customers alike.

allows participants to explore a range
of diversity matters around race &
have conversations about
#BlackLivesMatter in a way which is
challenging but safe. It validates you
and stretches you at the same time.

LEGACY EDITION EQUALLY YOURS

Really Flexible Solution

An Honest Dialogue

The learning solution can be used for 2

Legacy Edition of Equally Yours™

hours to a whole day. It can be used by all

A game-based diversity and inclusion

staff, from senior management to frontline

learning experience.

staff.
Why this helps your organisation:
Learning objectives will vary depending on

Helps you to create an honest dialogue, in

your audience and business objectives, but

which we encourage everyone to

could include:

participate. The honesty often dispels
myths.

A more in-depth understanding and
confidence in managing diversity and

Colleagues will share their experiences in

inclusion

ways that are powerful. People will be

Exploring perceptions, thinking,

able to reflect on self and think more

behaviours and the impact of those, for

carefully about their lens and the impact

the individuals and the organisation.

of how they think and behave.

Increased knowledge of legislation,
policy and guidance and the impact on

Organisations then have an opportunity

decision making, systems and conduct

to think about how they apply re-design,

Agreeing on actions that are designed

recruitment, development, promotion in

for authentic change.

a way that is good for the organisation, its
employees, customers and communities.
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LEGACY EDITION EQUALLY YOURS

How it works

Facilitation

We recommend up to 15 participants in a

Legacy Edition of Equally Yours™ is an

session, split into teams.

amazing learning tool that transforms the
learning experience for diversity and

Teams travel around the board and

inclusion.

progress by responding to questions and
scenarios.

It requires great facilitation. We offer highly
skilled and experienced facilitators who

There are three core sets of questions:

have a wealth of knowledge in diversity and
inclusion. They have worked across

Need to know – addresses
legislation, policy and procedure

different industries, nationally and
internationally.

and equality data.

What would you do? – explores a
whole range of scenarios and
encourages a healthy debate about
day to day issues. The objective is
to build greater competence and
confidence.
I Dare You – these are more
dynamic and edgy, allowing
participants to explore issues,
which are normally “unspoken” or
avoided in the workplace. Here we
prompt discussion in an engaging,
fun, and honest environment.

LEGACYCONSULTANTS.CO.UK
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LEGACY EDITION EQUALLY YOURS

Investment includes:
FACILITATION OF LEGACY EDITION OF EQUALLY YOURS ONLINE
HALF DAY OPTION
Includes:

1 pre meeting discussion to plan training, teams and breakout topics
4 hours online delivery over zoom platform
1 post training discussion to unpack findings for your next steps.

FACILITATION OF LEGACY EDITION OF EQUALLY YOURS
FULL DAY FACE TO FACE OPTION
Includes:

1 pre meeting discussion to plan training, teams and breakout topics
1 full day of Equally yours, delivered in a venue of your choice (venue costs not
included)
1 post training discussion to unpack findings for your next steps

THE CUSTOMISED PLUS PACKAGE
This allows you to create some bespoke content which includes amending up to 15
questions and adding 10 questions/case studies designed specifically for your
organisation. With this option, you can also brand the tool with your logo. Includes a
1⁄2-day development workshop where we work with your organisation to create the
customised content. This package offer allows you to include more bespoke content
and have the board redesigned to your requirements allowing you to create
something that reflects the branding and culture of your organisation.
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GET IN TOUCH
Email us at info@fclegacy.co.uk

PICK UP THE PHONE
Arrange your 30 minute free
consultation with us today
0800 0852272

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www..legacyconsultants.co.uk
Free downloads are available to
help your organisation with
behavioural change

FOLLOW US
@legacyimpactuk
Legacy Consultants

FIND US
Regus, Floors 3 and 4
84 Salop Street
Wolverhampton
WV3 0SR

COMPANY NUMBER 09959507
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